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Cycle logistics already here in Dublin
Cycle logistics and cargo bikes are not the solution to congestion, poor air quality, urban noise, and carbon-dependent transport, but they are most definitely part of the solution.
“Smarter Last Mile Deliveries by Bike”
24th June 2019, Dublin
ECLF’s 6th International Conference - #ECLF2019

- 120 participants
- 4 new publications
- 1 new partnership
- 1 new logistics pedelec
Bringing people together

• Cycle logistics operators, cargo bike manufacturers, academics, researchers, municipalities, and cycling advocates

• March 2017 City of Vienna hosted 4th ECLF Conference.

• 400 delegates and 41 exhibitors for 3 days, from 24 countries
April 2018
Berlin
Symposium

Reception at the Dutch Embassy in Berlin

175 delegates
www.eclf.bike
- putting cycle logistics on the map
• ECLF national associations are already set up in
  • Belgium
  • Germany
  • Slovakia
  • Spain
  • UK
• Active discussions in
  • France
  • Italy
  • Netherlands
  • and elsewhere

How did ECLF get started?
ECLF emerged from EU funded projects
  • CycleLogistics (2011-14)
  • CycleLogisticsAhead (2014-2017)

• ECLF is responsible for the training and knowledge transfer programme of the CityChangerCargoBike project
• Strategic partnership formed
• Promote cargo bike and cycle delivery sector

Target 1m annual sales of cargo bikes in Europe
Thank you for listening

#ECLF2019

www.eclf.bike
www.cyclelogistics.eu

You will find @CycleLogistics and #citychangercargobike on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn
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